Part One:

Getting Set Up
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Chapter 1

Welcome to My Workshop

A corner of the author’s workshop

I

work in an old tobacco-curing barn that has gradually been converted into a well-equipped chairmaker’s
workshop. There’s a large central area with workbenches, several lathes, and a fine view of Sugarloaf
Mountain. This is where I teach classes in traditional
chairmaking for Country Workshops, a small handcrafts
school that I started in 1978.

Windsor and
Post-and-Rung Chairs
The chairs I make are related to two basic styles—postand-rung chairs, and Windsors. Historically, most of the
parts for both types were turned on a lathe—picture the
legs and stretchers of a Windsor chair. Turned parts lend
themselves to having round, cylindrical tenons (the projection on a piece of wood that is fitted into a mortise—a
cavity— to make a joint). Matching round mortises are
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quickly bored with a drill. In my chairs, I often use parts
shaved with a drawknife instead of turned with a lathe. I
enjoy this way of working wood, and I like the resulting
appearance of the handwork.
A third type of chair, using rectangular mortise-and-tenon
construction, is made by a branch of traditional woodworking known as joinery. Joined chairs are generally
made from rectilinear rails (crosspieces) and stiles (posts or
legs), with flat surfaces that form 90-degree angles, instead
of the cylindrical shapes and myriad angles of Windsors
and post-and-rung chairs. Joined chairs were first made at
the same time as turned post-and-rung chairs, but usually
by different craftspeople. I don’t cover traditional joined
chairmaking in this book.
You can recognize post-and-rung chairs by their four-sided
framework composed of cylindrical parts. Continuous
posts serve as rear legs and uprights for the back support,
which can be slats, vertical spindles, or woven fiber. Post-

Left: A sack-back Windsor made by the author, based on a style from
c. 1790–1800
Below: An English post-and-rung ladder-back armchair made by
Philip Clissett (1841–1913)

and-rung chairs usually have a seat of flat splints, rush,
or fiber woven across the upper round of cross rungs.
Although I have never made a wooden seat, these may
also be used. Six to eight cross rungs located below the seat
strengthen the lower part of the frame.
Windsor chairs usually are made entirely of wood, with
a solid plank seat and independent leg and back support
systems that are bored into the seat at compound angles.
The back support and optional armrests typically consist
of an array of turned or shaved spindles mortised into the
seat, and one or more bent hardwood bows that serve as
a frame for the back support and armrests. The legs and
their connecting stretchers are usually turned, often with
decorative detailing.
Several other traditional chair styles share the Windsor’s
construction, among them Welsh stick chairs, Irish hedge
chairs, and the Swedish pinnar. The common Boston
rocker was a commercially popular, late nineteenth-century Windsor. In this book, I call all of these related chairs
“Windsors.”
Windsor and post-and-rung chairs have several characteristics in common. Unlike most furniture, the parts of
these chairs can be made from split sections of a straightgrained log, instead of from milled lumber. This splitting
process is called riving. Rived components are often superior to similar parts produced by sawing, because rived
wood follows the natural fiber configuration of the wood,
whereas sawing severs the fibers at an angle. Rived parts

are usually stronger (for their weight or mass), and they
will bend easier than sawn parts. The basic post-and-rung
chair is simpler than a Windsor, so I always suggest that
chairmaking novices start by producing at least one postand-rung chair. Without significant differences in tools
and equipment, you can produce both types in the same
workshop.
There are several basic types of post-and-rung chairs. The
simplest is a stool with four legs and eight to twelve cross
rungs. The basic post-and-rung dining chair, or side chair,
has two or more cross slats for a back support and no armrests. The slats are usually horizontal, but they can also be
vertical, mortised between lower and upper crosspieces.
For comfort, the backrest should be bent, forming an angle
of about 102 degrees between the seat and back. The seat
design for most of these chairs is a trapezoid, with the
front wider than the back. Post-and-rung construction is
also commonly used for armchairs and rocking chairs.
The post-and-rung chair projects in this book were made
with shaved parts, but they can also be turned on a lathe.
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Turning is the more common, traditional approach. A
basic, inexpensive lathe is suitable for most chair work, but
you can also make your own lathe for almost no cash outlay. (I’ve included plans for building a spring-pole lathe in
Part 4.) Turning wet wood is almost as much fun as shaving wet wood.
Part of the appeal of the Windsor style is that you can
easily modify the construction and embellishments to suit
your own taste or that of a buyer. The gallery sections
of this book include a variety of old and contemporary
Windsors and post-and-rung chairs.
My personal interest in chairmaking has focused on teaching rather than production. While I appreciate the proficiency that is achieved only by production work, I find
that in teaching I am constantly learning more about the
chairs and how to make them. There is always a challenge
in explaining concepts and methods to students who come
to class with a wide range of expertise and talents. In many
instances, I’ve picked up an idea or a different method from
one of my students. My chairmaking is limited to producing several chairs a year. These can be post-and-rung chairs
or Windsors, depending on the orders I receive.
Occasionally I have time to make a chair chosen by whim.
My first original chair design was the post-and-rung
youth chair, in Chapter 11. Two more recent chairs that I
designed are the high-back stick Windsor in Chapter 8 and
the double-bow English-style Windsor in Chapter 17.

A contemporary interpretation of a seventeenthcentury joined chair, made by Peter Follansbee

Two versions of a classic American bow-back Windsor, both made by the author
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Country Woodcraft
and Green Woodworking
John Alexander, a fellow chairmaker and the author of
Make a Chair from a Tree, once commented on my calling
our craft country woodcraft. He said that these craft traditions had both urban and rural roots, that chairmaking, for
instance, was often the work of highly skilled urban joiners
and turners. John had coined a new term, green woodworking, as a contemporary conceptualization of an old way of
working wood. Green woodworkers generally go directly
to the forest for their materials. Logs are split with wedges
into billets that are shaped into parts for chairs, baskets, and
other useful objects—quite a different story from woodworking that relies on lumber that is milled and kiln-dried into
uniform sizes before woodworkers gets their hands on it.
But country woodcraft is correct also. As the industrial
system developed, many traditional handcrafts were
abandoned. Surviving practitioners were often rural
craftspeople, living in the poorer, backwater areas where
progress and development were slow. In many cases craft
techniques were lost or forgotten. Lon Reid, a mountain
chairmaker in the original Foxfire book, shaved chair posts
and rungs with a drawknife. His father and grandfather,
also chairmakers, used a lathe. When the
lathe broke down, it wasn’t repaired. Lon
Reid made do.

but green (wet) wood is not suitable for chair joinery. Like
many water-saturated materials, green wood shrinks as it
dries. This means that joints made with wet wood will fall
apart when the wood dries. Chair assembly is done after the
wood has been dried to the appropriate moisture content for
the various parts. (I discuss this in detail in Chapter 4.)
My interest in green woodworking began in 1972, when
I apprenticed to a cooper in the Swiss Alps. Before then,
I had little experience using traditional hand tools. For
coopering I used a shaving horse and acquired a froe,
drawknife, side hatchet, spokeshave, brace, and auger bit.
All are greenwood chairmaker’s tools also.

Ladder-Backs
and Stick Windsors
In 1979 John Alexander came to our North Carolina
farmstead to teach Country Workshops’ first course in
ladder-back chairmaking. At that time, John didn’t know
how to teach the making of a post-and-rung chair within
the five-day time frame of the class we offered; instead he
taught how to make post-and-rung stools. They’re simpler
and yet provide many of the challenges of making a chair.

These rural woodworkers often produced
chairs, kitchen woodenware, and other crafts
with a direct sense of design, artistry, and honesty lacking in the more pretentious, fashionable products created by urban craftspeople
or in factories. Welsh stick Windsors are one
example. These chairs are handmade, country
versions of English Windsors. The best Welsh
chairs use direct, visible construction, displaying a directness of approach and simplicity of
design that I admire. Perhaps more important
is the element of personal connection and
character found in crafts work that is truly
handmade.
Tools for green woodworking tend to be
simple and straightforward. The craft is especially satisfying because the work is a direct
result of one’s hand skills, the condition of
one’s tools, and the wood being worked—
Continuous-arm Windsors, being made by Dave Sawyer
a distinct contrast to setting up and operatNow we’ve refined our Ladder-Back Chairmaking course
ing a piece of machinery that does the actual
to the point where we teach a two-slat ladder-back with
woodworking. Green woodworking is also in harmony with
bent back posts—the chair that I explain in Chapter 6.
a philosophy of caring for our environment and personal
To give you an idea of how long it takes a novice to make
health. It calls for local, natural materials. Electricity plays
such a chair, working at it full time, the course is now six
a minor role. Its waste products are mostly wood shavings,
days long and includes weaving a Shaker-tape seat on each
rather than sawdust and fine airborne particles
completed frame.
of wood dust and toxic finishes.
Green woodworking techniques are great for shaping wood,

The chairmakers’ network is a small one. Vermont chair-
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A Brief History of the
Chairmaker’s Craft
I am not an authority on the history of making chairs.
However, I have always been interested in this subject
and have picked up bits and pieces over the years. When
I started writing this book, I decided to learn more about
the development of the chairs I’ve been making.
The earliest and best-known American books on Windsor
chairs are Wallace Nutting’s A Windsor Handbook (1917)
and his Furniture Treasury (1928). Thomas Hamilton
Ormsbee’s The Story of American Furniture (1943) also
includes an extensive section on Windsor chairs. Both writers hypothesized an evolution of design and artisanship that
begins with simple or “primitive” chairs. Step by step, the
classic American Windsor design takes shape. Strange-looking English Windsors precede the more sophisticated and
perfectly proportioned Windsors made by North American
craftspeople in the mid–eighteenth century.

An inspirational stick Windsor, from the collection at the Museum of Welsh
Life, Cardiff, Wales.

maker Dave Sawyer, who has taught the Ladder-Back
Chairmaking workshop several times, in 1983 coached me
through his methods for making a continuous-arm Windsor.
While writing this book I visited Dave; his methods still
form the foundation to my approach in making a Windsor.
In the spring of 1993 an English colleague, Mike Abbott,
visited us. We had corresponded for several years, since the
publication of Mike’s book, Green Woodwork. Mike had
agreed to be the guide for Country Workshops’ upcoming
crafts tour of England and Wales. During his visit, Mike
showed me a new book, Welsh Stick Chairs. John Brown
makes chairs deeply rooted in the Welsh stick Windsor tradition that also express his personal interpretation of the style.
During our tour of England and Wales I had the pleasure
of meeting John Brown and seeing his chairs, as well as
some of the old chairs at the Museum of Welsh Life.
This was my introduction to vernacular Windsors made by
countryside woodworkers. It turns out that stick Windsors
were also made in Ireland, parts of England, and even in
the southern tip of Sweden.
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As a chairmaker, for me these books raised serious questions—and some doubts. Through Country Workshops I
have been fortunate to meet several people who have seriously investigated the chairmaking story. John Alexander
told me about Nancy Goyne Evans when we were planning our first Windsor chairmaking class in 1987. Nancy
Evans has been investigating Windsor chair history for
more than thirty years, researching documents such as
inventories and probate records, as well as journals and
old artworks. Her article “A History and Background
of English Windsor Furniture,” published in Furniture
History in 1979, and recent correspondence have been
major sources for my information about early Windsor
chairs. (Nancy Goyne Evans’s magnum opus, American
Windsor Chairs, was published by Hudson Hills in 1996.)
My other major source of scholarly chairmaking history has been Bernard Cotton, whose hands-on study
of English woodland crafts and chairmaking went forward under the tutelage of Fred Lambert, the almost
legendary craftsman who wrote Tools and Devices for
Coppice Crafts, first published in 1957. Bill Cotton has
two advanced degrees in social science from London
University and is the author of numerous articles and
several books on vernacular English furniture. His comprehensive work
The English Regional Chair is the authoritative study on
English ladder-back, spindle-back, and Windsor chairs.
Where Nutting was driven by subjective judgment to
develop design standards for determining a fine-quality
Windsor, contemporary researchers like Evans and Cotton
are engaged in combining verifiable facts and supporting
evidence into an accurate, and often complex, history of
chairmaking.
I met Bill Cotton during Country Workshops’ first tour of
England and Wales, when he and his wife, Gerry, hosted
our group with a traditional plowman’s lunch, followed by

“Men Shoveling Chairs” by a Master at Flanders, c. 1445. A rare chance to study a selection of realistically rendered period chairs.

a slide lecture on Philip Clissett, a nineteenth-century rural
chairmaker who influenced William Morris and others in
the English Arts and Crafts movement. For this book, Bill
Cotton has graciously loaned me several color plates of
outstanding English chairs.
I also recommend American Seating Furniture, by Benno
M. Forman, which includes several in-depth essays on
the methods used by furniture historians as well as on
the development of various chair styles and how they are
interrelated.
The history of post-and-rung and Windsor chairmaking
turned out to be more complex than I had anticipated,
with many gaps still to be filled in—the fabric of this story
is a weave of known and as yet unfound threads in which
exceptions seem to accompany most statements of fact.
Much of what I say is still speculative, or in the realm of
generalization.
Because wood decays and burns, the study of very early
furniture depends largely on artworks and documents in
which chairs play an incidental role. Surviving artworks
clearly show that wooden chairs were being made three
or four thousand years ago. The basic wooden-seating
concept, a stool consisting of a plank seat housing three
or four socketed legs, occurs in a few examples traced to
Thebes, Egypt (about 1,400 BC). This is the same construction method used in Windsor chairs. Examples of

rectangular rush-seated stools have been dated before the
birth of Christ. We also know that wooden stools, chairs,
and tables were made by the Romans and throughout
the Middle Ages, but no pieces are known to survive. A
few artworks from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries
depict furniture and woodworkers using tools very like the
traditional hand tools that we are familiar with.
In a pen, ink, and chalk drawing from Flanders dated
about 1445, “Men Shoveling Chairs,” men with longhandled wooden shovels are piling a variety of period seating into a heap. Most of the chairs were turned, although
several plank stools also appear in the picture. Quite a few
of the turned stools in the picture have three legs, and
there are also several folding chairs. A joined chair with
woven seat and backrest is at the top of the pile.
A guild of turners formed in London in the early fourteenth century lists, in Article 4 of its 1608 ordinances,
wares commonly produced by turners at that time, including chairs and spinning wheels. These were mostly postand-rung chairs, with rush or plank seats. An engraving
from about 1635, “The Turner” by the Flemish artist Jan
van Vliet, depicts a craftsman at his spring-pole lathe.
Against the back wall we clearly see a conventional postand-rung chair with a solid plank seat, and in the foreground a spinning wheel appears prominently.
No research has yet convincingly explained why Windsor
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Windsor chairs.
The earliest known written references to Windsor chairs
predate the oldest provenanced Windsors by several
decades. In 1718, Stephen Switzer wrote a treatise on
rural gardening where he described “a large Seat, call’d a
Windsor Seat, which is contriv’d to turn round any way,
either for the Advantage of the Prospect, or to avoid the
Inconveniences of Wind, the Sun, &c.” Daniel Defoe wrote
about a chair he saw at Windsor Castle in 1725 “with a
high Back, and Cover for the Head, which turns so easily,
the whole being fix’d on a Pin of Iron, or Brass of Strength
sufficient, that the Persons who sit in it, may turn it from the
Winds.” Defoe describes the construction as being similar
to an open box, with board sides, back, and top. The chair
does not begin to resemble what we call a Windsor.
The earliest Windsors were most likely fairly elaborate
chairs. The post-and-rung chairs and spinning wheels produced by the master guild turners were the work of skilled
artisans. There is no reason to suppose that these turners
would produce primitive furniture.

“The Turner,” by Jan van Vliet, c. 1635, one in a series of illustrations
depicting early seventeenth-century Flemish trades

chairs are called “Windsors.” According to Nancy Evans,
it is almost certain that the first Windsors were made
by master turners in London, not in the small town of
Windsor, based on the following findings: The earliest
provenanced Windsor-style chairs do not appear until the
mid-eighteenth century. In the early 1720s the registers of
apprenticeship indentures listed twenty-eight master turners in London. The town of Windsor is located in county
Berkshire, about thirty miles west of London. Four parents
living in county Berkshire sent their sons away for training as turners. Two boys went to London, one went to the
Reading (slightly west of Windsor), and the other went
to East Sussex, which is directly south of London. It is
therefore probable that there were few, if any, turners living in Windsor during the formative years of the English
Windsor chair style.
My own hunch is that a decline in the sale of turned
spinning wheels plays an important part in the story. The
development of the Windsor style coincides with the
beginnings of industrialization. The early development of
woolen mills resulted in a rapid decline in home spinning,
which had been an important cottage industry throughout
much of rural Britain. As a woodworker, when I look at
a spinning wheel, I see little technical difference from a
Windsor chair. Both consist of turned legs, spindles, and
other cylindrical parts that intersect a tilted central plank
at myriad angles. I believe that some of the craftspeople
who had been making spinning wheels turned to making
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While old, vernacular Windsor-type chairs with plain
legs and simple lines do exist, they are impossible to date.
According to Evans, it is almost certain that stick Windsors
and other vernacular chairs were not progenitors of the
Windsor style but rural versions of fancier chairs made
by contemporary professional turners—yet this remains
an open question. Leg angles and other details of existing
old stick Windsors suggest that these chairs were generally made by part-time woodworkers. Construction and
materials indicate that they were made by and for members of the lower economic classes. This perspective in no
way lowers the value of the stick Windsors and other rural
variations.
The industrial revolution created the factory production system beginning in the eighteenth century. High
Wycombe, in Buckinghamshire, England, was an early
center of factory-made Windsors. The needed wood was
available nearby, and the major market —London—is not
far to the east. These chair factories were among the first
to organize production by specialized division of labor and
use of interchangeable parts. Depending on the size of the
factory, there were turners, seat saddlers, fret workers (who
sawed intricate patterns in the central back splats common
to English Windsor chairs), assemblers, finishers, and so
on. Production was done on a piecework basis, with craftspeople usually working as independent contractors. The
business was highly competitive, with long hours and low
pay, and factory owners were constantly looking for ways
to lower production costs. According to Bill Cotton, by the
mid-1870s High Wycombe had nearly a hundred chair
factories, producing more than four thousand chairs a day.
Several English books on rural crafts tend to romanticize
early Windsor chairmaking history, especially the role of
itinerant woodland turners, known as “bodgers,” who set
up temporary shelters in the beech woodlands and used

homemade spring-pole lathes to produce Windsor turnings
as piecework. (Bill Cotton has researched the term bodger,
a word apparently first used by journalists in the early
twentieth century to refer to woodland turners; it seems to
be a derogatory term, deriving from botcher.) A pole lathe
is driven by a cord wound around the turning and pulled
downward by a foot treadle. An overhead spring pole pulls
the cord back after each downward stroke. That the action
is reciprocal, rather than continuous, limits the speed of
work, as half the time—when the turning is spinning in
reverse—no cutting is done. Although the method is inefficient, an accomplished pole-lathe turner can produce
quality turnings at an impressive rate. But—as distinct
from these romanticized “bodgers”—most of the High
Wycombe area turners actually worked in sheds next to
their village homes (not under trees), and they generally
used treadle lathes, which turn continuously in one direction and are therefore more efficient than pole lathes.
In the 1600s, North American craftspeople were making chairs in a variety of styles. Turners made both
spindle-back and slat-back post-and-rung chairs. “Great
chairs”—joined chairs with arms—were prominent household furnishings, but simple side chairs and benches were
more common. The seats could be planking, rush, cane, or
flat woven splints. Joined chairs tended to have solid plank
seats, but some were upholstered with leather, or “turkey
work,” a woven ruglike fabric. Joined chairs commonly
featured decorative turned elements worked between the
rectangular mortise-and-tenon construction. Caned chairs
were apparently among the types made by the first artisans
who called themselves “chairmakers.” According to Benno
Forman, high-style caned chairs peaked in popularity for
the several decades that preceded the rise of the Windsor
style, in the mid-1700s.
No one is sure when the first Windsor chairs were made
in the North American colonies. By the late 1700s, most
Windsors made in the young United States were produced
in factories, using interchangeable parts and specialized
division of labor. Many early chairmakers were actually entrepreneurs, not master artisans working with an
apprentice or two. In 1775, Francis Trumble advertised
in the Pennsylvania Gazette that he had 1,200 available
chairs in stock. On October 22, 1801, James Hallett Jr.
placed this ad in the New York Gazette: “For Sale 5,000
windsor chairs of various patterns, prepared for a Foreign
market of the very best materials and workmanship.”
Still, handmade chairs continued to be produced in small
quantities in England and the United States. In general,
one-person shops were more likely to produce post-andrung chairs than Windsors, probably because almost all
parts of a post-and-rung chair can be made on a lathe.
In contrast, producing a Windsor requires mastery of a
wide range of craft skills. It is likely that many craftspeople
who could single-handedly make fine Windsor chairs were
mostly occupied with repair work. This would explain the
individual, sometimes eccentric, quality of many older,

English Windsor chairmaker Jack Goodchild at work in Naphill, Bucking
hamshire, c. 1950. His methods and finished chairs were very similar to
English Windsors made in the late eighteenth century.

handmade Windsors that survive today.
Windsor and post-and-rung chairs should not be stereotyped as either urban or country furniture. Although the
first Windsors seem to have been produced in London,
rural and village workshops were soon turning out similar
chairs. Chairs made in factories and by individual craftspeople could be of high quality or quickly produced for
the lower-priced markets.
The interpretive Windsor history writings of Nutting and
Ormsbee appear to go off track when they describe the
evolution of the American Windsor as a refinement of
the English Windsor style. I agree that the best American
Windsors made between 1775 and 1825 are elegant pieces
of furniture, but I do not find the American Windsor style
superior, or more refined. While working recently on my
first English-style—or perhaps English-inspired—Windsor
(a project chair in Chapter 17), I developed new respect
for the old English chairmakers. It may be that many
characteristics of American Windsor chairs were originally
developed by a desire to produce more quickly a more
competitive chair, and perhaps something different for the
market—the American Windsor style tends to be considerably lighter than English Windsors, and the angles used for
boring legs and back bows are dramatic.
Eighteenth-century American Windsors were commonly
painted black or green. To the uninitiated, painting a
wooden chair often seems like sacrilege. However, painted
wooden furniture was very popular from the seventeenth
into the nineteenth centuries. While the English often
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coats were required to build up a substantial amount of
color, giving the finish a rich depth not found in modern
paints, which use much higher concentrations of pigment
but no lead. According to Nancy Evans, the deep forest
green commonly associated with American Windsors was
not commonly used until well into the nineteenth century.
The recipe combined blue, red, and yellow pigments with
lampblack.
English and American Windsors of similar basic construction commonly go by different names. To confuse matters,
the names of English and American Windsor back styles
are not consistently used either from one area to another
or among the craftspeople who make them. I’ve compiled
a few of these confusing English and American Windsor
names (for consistency, in this book I use the names that
are followed by the asterisk ).

American
Windsor
Names

English
Windsor
Names

Comb-back,*
great Windsor

High-back, comb-back

Bow-back,* hoop-back,
loop-back, oval-back,
side bow-back

Low-back, hoop-back

Sack-back,* bow-back

Low-back, high hoop-back,
high stick-back, double bowback,* smoker’s high-back,
high stick-back, low stick-back

Low-back,* captain’s chair

Low bow-back, smoker’s
bow-back, library chair

Continuous arm,*
one-piece bow and arm

Continuous arm
(produced in southwest
England, mid-1800s)

Fan-back

Comb-back

Jack Goodchild dipping finished chairs in a vat of stain, which would be
followed by a coat of shellac varnish

made Windsors from wood species chosen for their appearance, American Windsor chairmakers commonly used
woods that served their special construction purposes but
were not aesthetically compatible. Painting tied the chair
together visually. And here’s a secret from the old workshops: Painting also helps to conceal errors in craftsmanship, hiding repairs and sometimes defects. Early American
Windsors were painted with oil colors that were quite similar to artists’ oils used for pictures. Completed chairs were
primed with linseed oil and lead-based grey paint, then finished with several thin coats based on a mixture of linseed
oil, pigment, lead, varnish, and sometimes turpentine.
The green paint popular for eighteenth-century American
Windsors was based on verdigris, a toxic pigment obtained
by the reaction of acetic acid on copper. The color
resembles that of oxidized copper (sometimes Prussian
blue was added). An unstable substance, verdigris reacts
with other chemicals that it contacts, and the actual hue
can range from turquoise green to bright blue. Several
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The Swedish Windsor Tradition
The Swedes have their own version of Windsor chairs,
pinnar. “Pin” is a derivative of “spindle.” Although it
seems unlikely, it is apparently true that Windsors came
to Sweden from America, not from England. As I recently
discovered when I had a chance to examine a large number of Swedish pin chairs in the warehouse of the Nordic
Museum, the turning patterns of their legs and stretchers
are based on American patterns, which differ considerably
from most English Windsor turnings. Most Swedish pinnar
were inexpensive side chairs produced in factories, but
many were also made by individual craftspeople. Popular
about 1900, low-backs and small fan-back side chairs are
the most common styles.

A stick Windsor from the southern tip of the Swedish
coast. A baby seal-skin fur belongs in the hollow part
of the seat.

The Swedes also invented a unique Windsor recliner, derived
from the American “Boston rocker,” with the same generous S-profile seat, tall back, and large comb at the head of
the spindles. But the Swedish version has a backrest that
slouches at a very wide angle and six legs (three to each
rocker). You can’t sit up in this chair; it’s designed to rock
gently back to a restful position — something like floating in
a Windsor water bed.
In rural parts of Sweden’s south coast, the chairmaking tradition produced chairs very similar to Welsh stick Windsors.
They tend to be low-backs, with bows made from naturally
crooked tree parts, and plain, shaved legs. Like the Welsh
chairs, every one is different; designs are a marriage of available materials, basic tools, and the maker’s notion of a chair.
Some are quite beautiful.

The Swedish Windsor rocker, a very c omfortable recliner p
 opular
in the early 1900s. The curved seat and backrest are similar to
those of Boston rockers, made about the same time.
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Pinnar—Swedish Windsor chairs—ready for hand sledding to market, about the turn of the nineteenth century

How

to

Use This Book

This is a handbook for making post-and-rung and Windsor
chairs. My approach emphasizes efficiency and accuracy,
but not speed or production. The processes that I use interweave craft skills, hand tools, and wood as the chair is developed. I enjoy making chairs by hand; one of the goals of
this book is that you find the work enjoyable too.
My personal interest lies in making a high-quality chair
that combines comfort, structural integrity, and pleasing appearance. In my chair shop, I use the best tools,
techniques, and materials that I know of. I also try to use
local materials. While I employ a few power tools, most of
the work stems from the traditional craft, performed with
simple hand tools—I do not emphasize historic methods
using period tools.
I chose chairs for this book based on designs that I enjoy
making. The patterns are not reproductions of specific
historic chairs, but my interpretations of traditional styles.
The American Windsor drawings, for example, are close
to chairs made about 1800. I suggest that you consider the
designs and measured drawings as good starting points; for
instance, seat sizes and shapes can be modified easily, while
leg and backrest angles are more complex (the Appendix
includes tables that can be used for modifying the complex
leg and spindle angles of Windsor chairs).
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I think of green-wood chairmaking as a living, growing
tradition, and so I hope you will consider nothing in this
book the only way to do it. Although I have written this
book as a complete introduction for novice green-wood
chairmakers, I expect advanced amateurs, and even
professional chairmakers, to find useful ideas here. My
detailed instructions are intended primarily for beginning
chairmakers. If you’re experienced at chairmaking, I am
sure you do some of this work differently. (In fact, I’ve
changed some of my methods while writing this book.)
There are many good ways to construct these chairs.
If you are a novice chairmaker, I suggest you read
Chapters 1-5, then step back in ambition and start out by
making a post-and-rung stool (Chapter 10). A handsome
and useful piece of furniture, this stool is much easier to
make than a post-and-rung chair with a bent back. The
main difference in construction is that the stool consists
of all 90-degree angles, whereas the ladder-back chair is
based on a trapezoid-shaped seat and includes the added
complexities of the bent back posts and mortised back
slats. Also, the ladder-back chair requires straighter and
longer wood than the stool does. If you’re a novice primarily interested in making Windsors, I still recommend
making a simpler post-and-rung chair before tackling an
American or English Windsor; both are quite complex
artistically and technically.

Chapters 2 to 4 cover basic but essential information on
tools, setting up a shop, sharpening, and chairmaking woods
and wood preparation. This material is based on my experience in green woodworking for more than twenty years.
In Part 2, I deal in Chapter 5 with basic riving techniques.
In the remainder of Part 2 and in Part 3, the basic reference and tutorial sections, Chapters 6 through 9, I guide
you step by step through the making of three sample
chairs: a two-slat ladder-back post-and-rung chair, a stick
Windsor, and an American bow-back Windsor, all projects
I have taught at Country Workshops. Chapter 7 focuses on
three methods for seating post-and-rung chairs.
In Chapters 10 through 17, Part 4, you’ll find plans and
materials lists for a variety of post-and-rung and Windsor
chairs. I’ve kept the text in these chapters brief, limited to
specific details that distinguish these chairs from those in the
tutorial chapters.
Part 5 includes plans for a shaving horse, a chairmaker’s
workbench, a spring-pole lathe, and two simple wood kilns.
In the Appendix on designing a chair, I’ve included two tables
that can be helpful in dealing with boring compound angles.
(I know that some woodworkers will frown on this mathematical approach, but I invite skeptics to try this system.)
Four sections of color photographs show you a sampling
of old and contemporary chairs that are outstanding variations of the project chairs. I hope you’ll be inspired by
what has been done in various chairmaking traditions and
will borrow elements or derive ideas for your own chair
making projects.
Finally, as I do with my students, I must emphasize the
importance of safety in the workshop. Chairmaking, like
other woodworking, involves the use of sharp, potentially
dangerous, tools and machinery. As I write this, I am taking
a course of antibiotics to combat a staph infection on my

left index finger caused by a slight slip of a very sharp chisel.
Contrary to what many old-timers have said, I firmly believe
that sharp tools are far more dangerous than dull ones.
Home workshops are often located in confined, multi
purpose quarters. An excellent safety measure is simply to
keep an orderly workshop. Put away tools that are not in
use. Wear eye and ear protection, following recommended
safety procedures. Move heavy weights (timber or machinery) properly. Don’t work with edged tools when you’re
tired. Always watch out for the safety of visitors or others
in your workshop.
A few other safety tips to keep in mind for any woodworking shop:
• Do not rush. I find I accomplish my best work when I
aim for steady, thoughtful progress.
• Many wood finishes are hazardous. Rags soaked with
linseed oil or tung oil can spontaneously combust as
they dry. Other finishes release toxic fumes during
application and drying. (Read labels.)
• Wood dust generated when making shaved chairs is
much less noxious than the dust created in a shop that
uses production sanding equipment. But most chairs
require some sanding. Microscopic wood-dust particles
are now officially rated as carcinogenic. When sanding,
wear a properly fitted dust mask.
• Make small mistakes. This bit of advice may seem obvious, but I think it is an essential element of woodshop
wisdom. Small mistakes are much easier to correct than
major errors, which can lead to disasters.
Finally, have fun!
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